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Abstract We present a new method capable of inferring,
for the first time, inter-particle contact forces in irregularly-shaped natural granular materials (e.g., sands), using
basic Newtonian mechanics and balance of linear momentum at the particle level. The method furnishes a relationship between inter-particle forces and corresponding average
particle stresses, which can be inferred, for instance, from
measurements of average particle strains emanating from
advanced experimental techniques (e.g., 3D X-ray diffraction). Inter-particle forces are the missing link in understanding how forces are transmitted in complex granular structures
and the key to developing physics-based constitutive models. We present two numerical examples to verify the method
and showcase its promise.
Keywords Granular element method · Contact forces ·
Discrete mechanics · Multiscale modeling

1 Introduction
Granular materials are misleadingly simple: their fundamental behavior is represented by individual grains that, collectively, dictate the macroscopic behavior of the material.
Engineering practice has struggled to model the collective or
macroscopic behavior of granular materials using continuum
mechanics and phenomenomenological elastoplasticity has
become the framework of choice (e.g., [1–8]). Elastoplasticity has been very successful in engineering practice and will
likely continue to occupy an important role in the forseeable
future. However, it seems like phenomenology has reached
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a glass ceiling and progress is becoming incremental. On the
other hand, a discrete approach was proposed by Cundall
and Strack [9] and it was predicated on the purity of modeling material behavior starting from the basic granular scale.
Discrete models rely on more basic physics (e.g., Newtonian
mechanics for large particles) [10–13] but have been unable
to represent complex particle geometries and, as a result,
have not yet been able to provide engineering science with
quantitative predictions.
From the experimental perspective, new technologies are
enabling unprecedented access to information at lower scales
that have not been considered possible a few years ago. Progress has been made in unraveling much of the kinematic
processes in granular matter (mostly owing to X-ray CT)
[14–17], but progress in the area of natural inter-granular
contact forces remains sparse [18]. For example, it is now
possible to obtain full field kinematics in sand particles as
they are loaded macroscopically [19]. Using X-ray CT, it is
hence possible to obtain all six degrees of freedom in each
particle, for thousands of particles constituting a macroscopic
assembly. Multiscale models capable of using these incredibly rich kinematics have very recently emerged [20].
In the area of inter-particle forces, new developments
using 3D X-ray diffraction (3DXRD) [21] have shown that
it is possible to measure average elastic strains in sand particles under macroscopic loading [22]. A fundamental question immediately emerges: is there a link between measurable
average strains in granular materials and inter-granular contact forces? If the constitutive response (e.g., elasticity) of the
particle is known, one can calculate average stress on each
particle. Could these stresses link to inter-granular contact
forces? This paper aims at answering this question.
The ability to measure inter-particle forces in natural granular materials is the missing link to constructing
physics-based constitutive models and multiscale models.
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Fig. 1 GEM concept. Average particle strains can be measured using
3DXRD and fabric information (particle shape and contact point location) can be extracted using 3DXRCT while granular materials are being
loaded macroscopically. Using particles as strain gauges, one can use
a constitutive relation (linear or non-linear) to compute average parti-

cle stresses from average particle strains. Average particle stresses and
fabric (plus boundary conditions) are taken as input by GEM to infer
inter-particle contact forces in general granular materials under macroscopic loading. Picture on the left taken from [22]

The relationship between inter-granular forces and macroscopic stresses has been known for decades [23]. However,
our ability to measure inter-granular forces in general natural granular materials has been missing. Photoelasticity was
a tremendous contribution to this question, but is limited to
birefringent materials [24,25] and hence cannot be applied
to natural granular materials such as sands. Furthermore, as
explained in [26,27], photoelasticity produces contours measuring the difference between principal stresses. Therefore,
an infinite set of forces can be found to satisfy photoelastic
measurements. The combination of 3DXRD with a method
that can produce inter-particle contact forces from average
particle stresses could fill the current gap.
In this paper, we propose a new computational technique
called the granular element method (GEM) that takes information about the fabric of the granular material and the
average stresses in particles as input, and produces the interparticle contact forces as output. We also connect these
inter-particle forces with macroscopic average stresses in
assemblies of particles, hence furnishing a multiscale bridge.
The method is based on Newtonian mechanics and balance of
linear momentum at the particle level. These set of equations
produce a system that can solve for the contact forces in an
otherwise statically indeterminate problem. In essence, the
method relies on established mechanical principles: it combines Newtonian mechanics with balance of linear momentum at the particle level. Furthermore, when combined with
experimental measurements of average strains (e.g., from
3DXRD), the method would rely on Hooke’s law to trans-

form average strains into average stresses. Similar concepts
have been independently used in structural mechanics [28]. It
is the novel exploitation of the consequences emanating from
these established mechanics principles that make GEM original. The essence of the proposed GEM technique is showcased in Fig. 1, with its main ingredients further explicated
in the subsequent sections of this paper. It is shown here that
this simple method can reconstruct the force network in granular assemblies under quasi-static loading, for general grain
shapes, and various degrees of inter-particle friction. GEM
could be used in conjunction with 3DXRD by essentially
using particles as strain gauges by measuring average strains
that can be then converted to average stresses. This concept
is highlighted in the numerical examples.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First, we recall
basic Newtonian mechanics at the particle level by enforcing
static equilibrium and balance of linear momentum inside
each particle. We relate the balance of linear momentum to
the average stress and use continuum mechanics to connect
the average stress with contact forces on particle boundaries.
Then we present the granular element method (GEM) as a
computational framework exploiting Newtonian mechanics
to obtain the inter-particle forces in a particle array, provided
the fabric and average granular stresses are known. We also
connect the resulting inter-particle forces with average macroscopic stresses in the particle assembly. Finally, we present
some examples that showcase the promise and capability of
the method. In particular, we present an example where particle fabric and average particle strains are obtained from a
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finite element simulation, in a fundamentally similar way to
the process to be followed experimentally using 3DXRCT
and 3DXRD, and then passed to GEM to infer inter-particle
contact forces. This example showcases the applicability of
the new GEM method, in combination with advanced experimental techniques where particle fabric and average particle strains can be measured as a function of macroscopic
loading, in order to infer, for the first time, inter-particle
contact forces in opaque natural granular materials such as
sands. In essence, this example replaces the far-left side of
Fig. 1 with calculations using finite elements to showcase the
usability of the GEM procedure.
As for notations and symbols used in this paper, bold-faced
letters denote tensors and vectors; the symbol ‘·’ denotes
an inner product of two vectors (e.g. a · b = ai bi ), or a
single contraction of adjacent indices of two tensors (e.g.
c·d = ci j d jk ); the symbol ‘:’ denotes an inner product of two
second-order tensors (e.g. c : d = ci j di j ), or a double contraction of adjacent indices of tensors of rank two and higher
e ); the symbol ‘⊗’ denotes a juxtaposi(e.g. C :  e = Ci jkl kl
tion, e.g., (a ⊗ b)i j = ai b j . For any symmetric second order
tensors α and β, (α ⊗ β)i jkl = αi j βkl , (α ⊕ β)i jkl = αik β jl ,
and (α  β)i jkl = αil β jk . Finally, the symmetry operator
extracts the symmetric
part of a second order tensor  such

that sym  = 1/2 i j +  ji .

Fig. 2 Single-grain schematic depicting contact (point) forces and
contact point positions relative to an inertial reference frame

the domain of particle p, which is defined as an area or a volume, if in 2D or 3D, respectively. Linear momentum within
particle  p under quasi-static conditions requires
∇x· σ = 0

p

Our point of departure for the granular element method
(GEM) is quasi-static conditions. It should be noted though
that the method can be extended to fully dynamic loadings.
Taking a particle point of view, Euler’s equations for the case
of static equilibrium of a particle  p read
p

fα = 0

(1)

α=1

Using Eq. (3), we can obtain the identity σ = ∇ x · (σ ⊗ x)
for x ∈  p . Using the definition of traction related to point
forces, we obtain t α d p = d f α , where d p is an infinitesimal surface element of the particle. Finally, invoking Cauchy’s stress theorem [29], relating tractions and stresses on a
plane, i.e., t = σ · n, where n is the unit vector normal to the
plane, we get a direct relationship between the average stress
at a particle and the point-forces via the divergence theorem,
i.e.,
p

p

Nc


(3)

where σ is the point-wise stress tensor and where we have
neglected body forces. In this context, point-wise signifies a
tensor field that is defined at every point x on the domain  p .
Furthermore, we will henceforth assume small deformations
within the particles. Clearly, this does not preclude grains
from sliding significantly. By the same token, one can define
the average stress σ̄ p within particle  p such that

1
p
σ̄ :=
σ d p
(4)
p

2 Granular Newtonian mechanics

Nc


∀x ∈  p

f α × xα = 0

(2)

α=1
p

where the first equation requires all Nc contact forces exerted
on particle  p to collectively vanish and the second equation requires the sum of moments to vanish. The vector x α
defines the distance from the origin to the point of application
of contact force f α . Figure 2 shows a pictorial description
of the point forces and distance vectors for a typical particle
 p . We should note that we have assumed here that contact
is transmitted at points. This is a relatively good assumption
for stiff materials (e.g., silica) at relatively low pressures.
In addition to Euler’s equations of static equilibrium, one
can require that balance of linear momentum is satisfied for
a given particle  p , where  p is the set of points defining

Nc


1 
sym f α ⊗ x α
σ̄ =
p
p

(5)

α=1

where we note the use of the symmetry operator ‘sym’, which
results from the symmetry of the point-wise stress tensor σ .
Remark 1 Note that Eq. (3) is appropriately defined as the
equilibrium equation within a particle (volume or area)
 p . At the grain-scale, continuum mechanics applies and
Eqs. (3)–(5) hold. At the meso-scale (looking at groups of
particles) discontinuities arise and the application of continuum mechanics requires the notion of averaging over representative volumes, see Sect. 4.
Consequently, Eqs. (1), (2), and (5) constitute a set of
linear equations for each particle  p . We should remark that
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these relations are linear equations of the point forces exerted
on the boundary  p of particle  p and, consequently, if the
location x α of the contact points is known and the average
stress σ̄ p in the particle is known, then we can use this set of
equations to directly solve for the contact forces f α . If the
number of spatial dimensions is Nsd , we get Nsd (Nsd + 1)
linear scalar equations in each particle. Therefore, if a particle point of view is taken, one can solve for at most Nsd + 1
contact forces on the boundary of a particle  p . However,
using Newton’s third law, we will be able to solve for more
forces once we account for the entire particle array.
Remark 2 Recent publications using advanced experimental
techniques combining 3D X-ray CT and 3D X-ray diffraction [22] show the real possibility of measuring the fabric
of granular materials (here fabric is defined as the shape of
grains and contact point locations) as well as the average
elastic strains within particles. When these advances reach
their full potential, analysts and experimentalists will be able
to use GEM to infer the value of inter-particle contact forces
in granular assemblies under macroscopic loading. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1. The basic notion is to use particles
as local strain gauges, essentially using the concept of force.
Every experimentalist knows that forces cannot be measured,
rather, they are inferred from deformations emanating from
‘known’ elastic processes. In the case of GEM, if the constitutive behavior of the particles is known, one can calculate average stresses using generalized Hooke’s law such that
σ̄ p = c : ¯ p , where ¯ p is the average elastic strain tensor
at a particle (e.g., as measured using 3DXRD in [22]) and
c is the elastic stiffness of the particle, which is assumed
known for most practical purposes where elasticity applies
(e.g., no particle breakage, etc.). It should be noted that linear
elasticity is not required by GEM. Any stress-strain (linear
or non-linear) relation of the form given above can be used.
At that point, we will be able to obtain full grain-scale kinematics and grain-scale particle contact forces for real granular assemblies under macroscopic loading. This constitutes
the missing link in multiscale analysis for granular materials
connecting the macro scale with the fundamental grain scale.
GEM furnishes a crucial bridge to establish this fundamental
and promising connection in the near future.
Remark 3 The central ingredient of the proposed GEM
framework is to link average particle stresses and interparticle forces as expressed in Eq. (5). This linkage essentially
overcomes the issue of static indeterminacy in granular
assemblies. It should be noted that this could also be achieved
by other experimental methods such as that presented in
[25] where the inter-particle forces are estimated by matching maximum shear stress contours obtained from twodimensional photoelasticity. Nevertheless, photoelasticity
only works in birefringent materials and the forces obtained
are not unique [26,27].
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3 Granular element method (GEM)
The granular element method (GEM) uses the fundamental
mechanics equations derived in the previous section, in particular Eqs. (1), (2), and (5), to solve for the contact forces in
a granular assembly of particles. The method assumes that
the location of the contact points is known (e.g., as measured from 3DXRCT) and that the average stress (or strain)
in each particle is given (e.g., as measured from 3DXRD).
Without loss of generality, and for clarity of presentation, we
adopt a two-dimensional approach henceforth. The fundamental mechanics equations at a particle  p can be written
in matrix form such that
p

Nc


K α · f α = bp

(6)

α=1

where, in 2D, the matrices take the explicit form
⎧
⎫
⎤
⎡
1 0
0 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ 0 ⎪
⎪
⎥
⎢0 1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎥
⎢ α
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
α
α
⎥
⎢
0
f1
α ⎢ x 2 −x 1 ⎥
α
p
;
f
(7)
;
b
K =⎢ α
=
=
p
α
⎥
 p σ̄11 ⎪
f2
⎪
⎥
⎢ x1 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
p ⎪
⎪
⎣ 0 xα ⎦
⎪
⎪
 σ̄ ⎪
⎪
2
⎩ p 22p ⎪
⎭
α
α
x2 x1
2 p σ̄12
where we have expressed the positions for the contact forces
and the average particle stresses in components. It should be
emphasized that K α and b p are known since GEM assumes
that the location of contacts and the average particle stresses
are known. By simple expansion Eq. (6) can be shown to
encapsulate Eqs. (1), (2), and (5). For instance, the top two
rows of the two dimensional case presented above, correspond to balance of forces, while the third row enforces balance of moments, and the last three enforce the equations of
average stress at the particle level.
Remark 4 As mentioned above, the granular element method
assumes the location of contact points and the average particle stresses as known information. In the current context, this
information is envisioned as being provided by experimental measurements such as 3DXRCT and 3DXRD, however,
one can imagine combining GEM with other computational
or analytical methods such as finite elements or discrete elements such as that presented in [30]. In fact, in the examples
presented herein, the method is combined with finite element
and discrete element calculations to show its applicability.
Remark 5 It should be emphasized that, as shown in Fig. 1,
the granular element method presented herein is not a standalone computational method. On the contrary, it is designed
to work in conjunction with an experimental or computational method where the average stresses (or strains) are measured and passed to GEM. This should be contrasted with
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K p · f = b̂

Fig. 3 Assembly of particles  with a boundary defined by . Boundary can be loaded macroscopically and is split into a region where
stresses or tractions are prescribed t and a region where tractions are
unknown u (reactions)

other computational methods such as DEM, contact dynamics, or finite elements, where the inter-particle contact forces
are directly computed, independently. The attractiveness of
GEM is to provide a method to eventually infer inter-particle
contact forces directly from experimental measurements, as
shown in Fig. 1 and as showcased in the numerical experiments presented in this paper. The use of the particles themselves as strain gauges is a key feature of GEM.
Now, consider an array of N p particles under general
macroscopic loading as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, let the
N p -particle array have Nc total number of contact points. As
observed in Fig. 3, the array is defined by a boundary , which
defines the bounds of the macroscopic domain . As in classic solid deformation analysis, the boundary of the domain
is decomposed into a portion t where forces (tractions) are
prescribed, and a complement u where forces are not prescribed and need to be determined. These forces are treated
in GEM as contact forces, but they are not inter-particle contact forces as they reside on the boundary . Borrowing from
finite element technology [31], let the set η = {1, 2, . . . , Nc }
denote the set of global contact point numbers. Let ηgi ⊂ η
be the set of nodes at which the i-th component of force is
prescribed, and let η − ηgi be the complement of ηgi . Henceforth we refer to set η A := η − ηgi as the active set and ηgi
as the prescribed or inactive set for i = 1, . . . , Nsd .
The method also exploits action and reaction for inter-particle contacts. Therefore, each inter-particle contact is shared
between two particles, one is called the master and the other
the slave. If the α-th contact is shared between particles  p
and q , then the force exerted on particle  p is f α and that
exerted on particle q is − f α . This enables us to define the
global vector of active contact forces in the assembly as f .
Clearly, each spatial dimension can have a different set of
active contact points. In other words η − ηgi are, in general,
different sets for i = 1, . . . , Nsd , just as in general solid
mechanics. It should be emphasized that f contains all the
active forces in the particle array. Therefore, the mechanics
equations for each particle defined in Eq. (6) can be written
in terms of the global active forces such that

p

(8)

where K p is called the particle matrix and is assembled
p
using all active forces on particle  p and b̂ = b p −

β
β
β∈ηgi K (:, i) f i is the modified particle forcing vector,
where the contribution of the prescribed set is taken into
account. Letting the number of unknown or active forces be
Nu , then the dimensions of the active force vector f are
Nu × 1 and the dimensions for the particle matrix K p are
Nsd (Nsd + 1) × Nu . Equation (8) yields Nsd (Nsd + 1) linear
equations per particle as before, but unlike (6), it is written
in terms of the global active force vector f .
Finally, we can consider each of the N p particles in the
array and obtain a system of N p (Nsd )(Nsd + 1) equations
for the whole array, i.e.,
K· f =b
where
⎡
⎢
⎢
K =⎢
⎣

K1
K2
..
.
K Np

(9)
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥;
⎦

⎧
⎫
1
⎪
b̂ ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ b̂2 ⎪
⎬
b=
.
⎪
.. ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
N
⎩ p⎪
⎭
b̂

(10)

The equations encapsulated in (9) result in a rectangular system of N p (Nsd )(Nsd + 1) equations with Nu unknowns.
The number of unknowns depends on the boundary conditions imposed, but in general, Nu ≤ Nsd (Nc ). For rectangular systems, there are many possibilities [32]: there may be
infinitely many solutions for every b; or infinitely many for
some b and no solution for others; or one solution for some
b and none for others. If we require more equations than
unknowns, this is satisfied if Nc /N p ≤ Nsd + 1. When this
is the case, and if the columns are linearly independent, the
force vector f will have no free variables and if there exists
a solution, this solution will be unique. However, there will
be cases where this solution does not exist since b may not
be in the column space of K . This can occur, for example, if
there are errors in measuring average stresses in particles, or
prescribed boundary forces, which all contribute to the righthand side of the system. In general granular assemblies, K
has Nu linearly independent columns.
Figure 4 shows a simple example of the topology of the
different arrays involved in the granular element method. The
top part of the figure shows a typical configuration where two
particles  p and q are in contact at point α. Additionally,
particle  p is in contact with the boundary of the array and
is subjected to a prescribed force f β and a reaction force
f γ . The active force array f is depicted at the bottom of the
figure and shows the contribution of the unknown forces f α
(inter-particle contact) and f γ (contact force at the boundary). One can also observe that contact α has a master particle
 p and a slave particle q . Contact point (and force) α is an
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Fig. 4 Example of a typical
forces encountered in GEM and
b their contributions to the
topology of the global stiffness
K and forcing vector b
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(a)

(b)

inter-particle contact and it is shared by two particles, hence
the contribution with K α to the p-th particle (row) and α-th
contact (column) of the global stiffness matrix K , and −K α
for the q-th row and α-th column. All other entries in the α-th
column are zero. Similarly, K γ is the only non-zero contribution to the γ -th column of the matrix K , corresponding to
the p-th particle row. Finally, boundary particles with prescribed forces must account for this effect on the right-hand
side as depicted for f β .
Remark 6 Similar to the finite element method (FEM) [31,
33], each particle can be seen as an ‘element’ with contact
points serving as ‘nodes’. These ‘nodes’ are shared with adjacent grains if they are inter-particle contacts. Nodes contribute to the element stiffnesses if they are active and belong
to that particle. Also, element (grain) stiffnesses contribute
to the global stiffness of the system K . Prescribed forces at
nodes contribute to the right-hand side of the system. However, unlike FEM, GEM does not yield square matrices and
may not have a solution (e.g., due to experimental measurement errors). When this is the case, the method will only
provide approximate solutions, using singular value decomposition (SVD), for example.

Fig. 5 Two prototypical particles in contact at point x α . Each particle
has a centroid and they are connected by the branch vector d α

The theoretical foundations are not new and we consolidate
previous developments with those presented herein for clarity and for completion.
Let us define the average macroscopic stresses in a volumetric assembly of granular materials so that (cf., Fig. 3)
σ :=

1



σ d ≡

Np
1 
 p σ̄ p


(11)

p=1



where we have used the fact that, under drained conditions,
the stress σ is only non-zero inside particles. Using this
definition, and replacing the definition of average particle
stresses in Eq. (5) we get
p

4 Multiscale considerations
The measurement or inference of inter-particle contact forces
opens the door to the development of more physics-based
constitutive models for engineering purposes. To this end,
GEM can provide the missing link to calculate macroscopic
average stresses for a granular assembly based on the micromechanical inter-particle forces and the fabric of the array.
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N p Nc


1 
sym f α ⊗ x α
σ =


(12)

p=1 α=1

This last expression can be written in more compact form by
exploiting action and reaction, and by defining the so-called
branch vectors. Figure 5 shows two particles in contact at x α .
The branch vectors join the centroids of the particles and can
be defined as d α = x q − x p , where x q and x p represent the
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position for the centroid of the q and  p particle, respectively. Additionally, the contact point x α = x p + x α, p =
x q + x α,q , where x α, p and x α,q represent the vector from
the centroid of particle  p to the contact point x α and that
from q to x α , respectively. Using this vectorial identities,
and Eqs. (1) and (12), we obtain the identity
p

N p Nc
Nc
 1 



1 
σ =
sym f α ⊗ x α ≡
sym f α ⊗ d α


p=1 α=1

α=1

(13)
where the latter expression was proposed by Christoffersen
et al. [23] and provides a compact relationship between the
macroscopic average stress σ and the inter-particle contact forces f α for α = 1, 2, . . . , Nc . Note only inter-particle
forces are used in the Christoffersen et al. expression, which
is a good approximation when the number of particle in the
array N p is large.
The above results present a unified case for the linkage
between macroscopic stresses and inter-particle forces and
highlight the importance of GEM. Even though the expression by Christoffersen et al. [23] has been around for decades,
obtaining values for the inter-particle forces has been difficult in real granular materials. The only available technique
until now has been photoelasticity [26,27] and has been used
on disks fabricated with birefringent material [24,25]. For
example, Majmudar and Behringer [25] have used this technique to back-calculate the value of the contact forces in
birefringent discs loaded in the laboratory. The introduction
of GEM and its potential use with 3DXRD and 3DXRCT
opens the door to obtaining inter-particle contact forces in
real granular materials and the use of expressions as those
shown in Eq. (13) will enable the connection between interparticle forces in natural materials and average macroscopic
stresses for the first time. Average macroscopic stresses can
then be used as in Andrade et al. [20] to obtain the evolution
of key material parameters, such as friction and dilatancy,
which serve as the prelude to the development of physicsbased constitutive models for real granular materials.
Remark 7 It has been noted that the average stress in granular media may be asymmetric [34]. However, if the average stress σ is defined as in Eq. (11), stemming from static
equilibrium and without accounting for couples, the resulting
stress is symmetric as a consequence of the symmetric average particle stress. This is an important consideration, since
the symmetry of the continuum stress measures is central to
most constitutive theories and finite element procedures.
5 Numerical examples
In this section we present two numerical examples representative of the capabilities of the granular element method

(GEM). The main goal of this section is not to validate the
method, but rather verify it. We shall validate the method
using physical tests in granular materials in a forthcoming
publication. An important objective of this section is to show
examples where data similar to that extracted from actual
experiments is used in conjunction with GEM. As mentioned
before, GEM necessitates input about the fabric of the granular assembly and the average stresses (or average strains)
in each particle in the assembly. It has been shown that the
information necessitated by GEM can be extracted experimentally (see, for example, [19,22]). In this paper, we extract
the aforementioned input information from numerical experiments using finite elements and discrete elements. By doing
this, we not only verify the accuracy of the method, but also
clearly demonstrate the process to link GEM and the necessary input data. In particular, a finite element example is
used to exemplify the procedure to be used in the future,
where fabric and average particle strains can be extracted
from macroscopic experiments such as those cited above.
The finite element example serves as a mapping for the concept shown in Fig. 1. Here, we use the particle elasticity to
obtain average particle stresses from average particle strains
via σ̄ p = c : ¯ p . Once again, exploiting the concept of force
and using particles as strain gauges.
We focus our attention on 2D examples for simplicity and
clarity of presentation, but emphasize the full three-dimensionality of the method. The first example uses finite elements
to extract average stresses and the second example uses discrete element method (DEM). Both FEM and DEM furnish
direct numerical simulations (DNS) that not only produce
input for GEM in the form of average stresses, but also produce contact forces and global stresses to verify the response
obtained from GEM. The examples use FEM and DEM to
demonstrate the ability of GEM to work with any method
(including experiments) that can produce average particle
stresses. Also, the FEM and DEM simulations use angular
and perfectly circular particles to showcase the ability of the
method to work with irregular shapes. Finally, infinite friction and smooth contacts are modeled in the examples to test
the method under extreme frictional scenarios.

5.1 Odometric compression of angular particles
In this example, a simple odometric compression test is
performed using FEM and GEM. Odometric compression
is defined here as a macroscopic deformation in the vertical component with all other strain components vanishing.
Hence, the only non-zero macroscopic strain component is
the vertical component. The array and the specified boundary
conditions are shown in Fig. 6. The sample is compressed by
a specified stress of 0.5 MPa on the top face. All faces of the
sample are considered rigid and smooth. Only the top face
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Fig. 6 Odometric test
configuration. a Array fabric
and boundary conditions. Top
face (orange) is prescribed a
vertical stress of 0.5 MPa using
a smooth, rigid wall. Bottom and
lateral faces (purple) are
stationary, smooth and rigid
walls, hence producing
macroscopic odometric
compression in the sample.
b Sample dimensions in
millimeters, particle numbers
and contact point numbers

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 a Finite element mesh
and modeling boundary
conditions for odometric test.
b L 2 -norm of the average
particle strains calculated from
finite elements. Forces are in
Newtons

(a)
in this example is allowed to displace vertically as a result of
macroscopic deformation.
The sample’s geometry and fabric characteristics are also
shown in Fig. 6 for illustrative purposes. For instance, it can
be seen that the sample is comprised of N p = 15 particles
of angular shape. There are Nc = 33 contacts in the entire
array so that η = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 33} and also ηg1 = ηg2 =
{4, 10} since both components of force are prescribed on
these boundary nodes. Therefore, the active set η A contains
all contact points in the array, except for points 4 and 10
which belong to t where tractions are prescribed. Furthermore, the array is statically indeterminate, with 3N p = 45
equations stemming from static equilibrium in each particle.
However, there are 31 nodes in the active set with 2 degrees
of freedom each, making the total number of unknowns in
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(b)
the system 62. As mentioned before, in 2D, GEM furnishes
6N p equations, which in this case make 90 equations of equilibrium and linear momentum from each particle. Clearly, in
this case Nc /N p = 33/15 < 3 as required by the method.
We should note that Nc /N p = 2.2 in this case, which is lower
than the average coordination number in the array, 3.87.
A finite element simulation is carried out with a mesh
shown in Fig. 7. Triangular elements are used to discretize
the particles shown in Fig. 6 and the grains are assumed to
be linear elastic with Young’s modulus of 1 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. Also, the inter-particle friction coefficient
is assumed to be infinite so that particles cannot slide relative
to each other. This latter assumption simplifies the finite element simulations considerably as it bypasses contact analysis. As shown in Fig. 7, there are eight nodes in contact with
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Fig. 8 Granular element
method results: a contact forces
in Newtons and b average
principal stresses and directions
in each particle (red, thicker
lines are major principal
stresses; green, thinner lines are
minor principal stresses)

(a)

the boundary of the sample. Vertical forces are prescribed
in the top two nodes to capture the prescribed pressure of
0.5 MPa, whereas reaction forces are calculated for the other
six nodes in contact with the smooth stationary walls. The
corresponding prescribed and reaction forces at the boundary
forces are shown in Fig. 7. Also, the average granular strains,
corresponding to the current macroscopic loading, are computed and their magnitude (L 2 -norm) is plotted in Fig. 7.
These average (tensorial) strains and the given granular fabric (particle shapes and contact point location) are taken as
input parameters for GEM analysis. The strains are readily
converted to stresses via the generalized Hooke’s law, i.e.,
σ̄ p = c : ¯ p . This process is similar to the one to be followed when GEM is used in conjunction with experiments
where fabric and average particle strains are obtained under
macroscopic loading (e.g., 3DXRCT and 3DXRD).
Figure 8 shows the results obtained using GEM. Contact
forces are plotted in the figure and can be compared with
those obtained at the boundary from FEM analysis. Clearly,
GEM is capturing the contact forces (at least on the boundaries) accurately. From these contact forces, the principal
stress components and directions can be obtained at the particle level. The principal directions of the average particle
stresses are shown in Fig. 8 and help depict the appearance of
the so-called load-chains [25]. Quantitatively, one can define
force chains as the average direction of principal stresses,
which have to be parallel to the principal stress directions
[35]. In the particular case shown here, the most compressive
direction is the vertical direction and this is clearly shown by
the force chains depicted in Fig. 8. Finally, we can compute
the average stress σ as defined in Eq. (11). The apparent
macroscopic stress obtained from the FEM simulation shown

(b)

in Fig. 7 yields a biaxial compressive state of stress with
0.5 MPa in the vertical (prescribed) direction and 0.08 MPa
in the horizontal direction. On the other hand,


−0.085 0.001
σ =
MPa
0.001
−0.496
as obtained from Eq. (11), which is very close to the macroscopic stress from FEM and represents a quasi-odometric
state of stress in the granular assembly.
5.2 Biaxial compression of circular particles
This example features a mono-disperse array of discs 1 mm
in diameter. The assembly and the boundary conditions
imposed are shown in Fig. 9. The simple packing is biaxially loaded and the direct numerical simulation is performed using discrete element method (DEM). The method
was endowed with normal and tangential stiffness kn =
100 kN/mm and kt = kn , respectively. Also, there is no frictional resistance between the particles, so particle slippage
is imminent. DEM is used to compute inter-particle forces
under quasi-static conditions. These inter-particle forces
obtained from DEM are shown in Fig. 9, which also plots the
average particle stresses produced from DEM. These interparticle forces furnish the acid test for GEM as the method
should accurately represent these forces if it is to prove accurate. Also, the average stresses extracted from DEM are a
necessary input for GEM.
Using the fabric for the array shown in Fig. 9, GEM is
implemented while representing the same boundary conditions imposed during the DNS phase, i.e., biaxial macroscopic stresses of 4.15 MPa in the vertical direction and
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Biaxial test configuration. a Particle array fabric and boundary conditions with contact forces from DEM. Top and left (orange)
faces are prescribed tractions via rigid, smooth walls. Bottom and

right (purple) faces are rigid, smooth and stationary. b L 2 -norm of
the average particle stresses calculated using DEM

Fig. 10 Granular element
method results: a contact forces
and b average principal stresses
and directions in each particle
(red, thicker lines are major
principal stresses; green, thinner
lines are minor principal
stresses). Comparing with
contact forces from DEM, the
results are identical

(a)
7.84 MPa in the horizontal direction. These stress boundary conditions are implemented via contact forces with the
particles on the pressure faces of the sample as shown in
Fig. 10. The average stresses from DEM are also used as
input for the calculations. As before, GEM is used to obtain
the contact forces in the idealized array. The resulting contact
forces are depicted in Fig. 10. Comparing these with those
obtained from DEM and depicted in Fig. 9, it can be observed
that the inter-particle forces obtained by DEM and GEM are
practically identical. Also shown in Fig. 10 is the principal
directions and magnitudes of the average stresses on each
particle. It can be clearly noted that two load chains emerge
in the horizontal direction (macroscopic mean compressive
direction). These load chains act as ‘pillars’ for the array,
with the other particles providing stability support. Finally,
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(b)
the average macroscopic stress in the array is calculated using
Eq. (11) yielding

σ =

−7.84
0

0
−4.15


MPa

which exactly coincides with the imposed boundary stress.
The presented results showcase the ability of the method
to obtain inter-particle forces accurately in irregular granular
arrays under macroscopic loading. We have used FEM and
DEM as examples of methods that can provide the necessary
information for GEM: fabric and average stresses. With this
information in hand, GEM can obtain inter-particle forces
that can then be used to calculate average stresses within
macroscopic volumes.
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6 Conclusion
We have presented a new method called the granular element method (GEM) which enforces static equilibrium and
balance of linear momentum in each particle within a macroscopic array. These set of equations render most particle
arrays tractable, in general, as there are usually more equations
than unknown contact forces. Therefore, if a solution exists, it
will be unique. The method takes as necessary input the fabric of the granular assembly (shape of particles and contact
points) and the average stresses in each particle of the array.
This information can be obtained from advanced experiments
using X-ray CT and X-ray diffraction already available for
natural granular materials such as sands. It is anticipated that
GEM will be used in future experiments to be able to infer
the inter-particle contact forces in real assemblies under macroscopic loads. These inter-particle forces can the be used to
obtain average macroscopic measures of stress in the array,
providing a missing link in granular matter in order to connect
continuum representations and the discrete states. This will
in turn spur further development of multiscale methods and
physics-based constitutive models for granular materials.
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